
November 3-6,2022- Machine Embroidery Retreat - Supply Lists

We are very excited to share three special projects at this year's retreat
1) Winter Visitors Tiled scene - 2 options

the entire 32 tiles - 27" x36"
8 tiles with male cardinal - 13-1/2" x 18

2) Paint Bucket Caddy using a coordinated combo of embroidery & fabric
3) Jeans embroidery

Your included KIT will have the Winter Visitors Tiled Scene software, the Wildflowers software, 
the precut fabric for the Caddy, the Paint can, and a surprise.   

If you are a SPREE member, bring your Winter Visitors software on a USB stick.  You will 
receive something else instead.

Note:   there are separate supply and PREP pages for each project.

PLEASE IMMEDIATELY check your threads and preorder the ones you will need.

Basic supplies:  
5.7" x 10" hoop 
3.9" x 5.1" hoop

Manual for your machine

Double bend small scissors
Sewing scissors
Bent tip tweezers
Seam Ripper

75/11 embroidery sharps needles
90/14 embroidery needles

Expert Point & Press

Spray adhesive
White chalk roller - or share

Heavy pin to score Stabilstick CutAway 
Large wonder clips or similar to control extra fabric
Rotary ruler
 
Scotch tape to keep hoop from moving on fabric

Additional Supplies are on the following 5 pages
If you have questions, it's OK to contact Jackie:     montanajackie@gmail.com



Winter Visitors Supplies & Prep 

If making entire 32 block scene:
Cut 7 (seven) 14" strips of background fabric across the width of the fabric = 14" x 43"

(that's for my large oval Bernina hoop that stitches 5.7" x 10")  Each tile is just under 7" x 
5" - so you may need to adjust your cut size to fit the length of your hoop - adding 2" at 
each end.

Cut 7 (seven) 10" x 43" strips of OESD FUSIBLE WOVEN cut-away.  Mine is 20" wide, so I cut 
43", then split it into 10" x 43".  The width of this needs to be the size of your hoop, so 
adjust for a different brand of hoop.

Fuse the Fusible Woven to the back side of the background fabric, centering so the fusible will 
be in the hoop.  Be certain it's secure.
Cut 32  10" x 14" OESD Heavy Weight Tear Away
Cut 32   10" x 7" OESD Heavy Weight Tear Away to float (2nd layer)

If making the 8 block Cardinal scene:
Cut 2 (two) 14" strips of background fabric across the width of the fabric = 14" x 43"

(that's for my large oval Bernina hoop that stitches 5.7" x 10")  Each tile is just under 7" x 
5" - so you may need to adjust your cut size to fit the length of your hoop - adding 2" at 
each end.

Cut 2 (two) 10" x 43" strips of OESD FUSIBLE WOVEN cut-away.  Mine is 20" wide, so I cut 
43", then split it into 10" x 43".  The width of this needs to be the size of your hoop, so 
adjust for a different brand of hoop.

Fuse the Fusible Woven to the back side of the background fabric, centering so the fusible will 
be in the hoop.  Be certain it's secure.
Cut 8  10" x 14" OESD Heavy Weight Tear Away
Cut 8   10" x 7" OESD Heavy Weight Tear Away to float (2nd layer)

For Either size:
Background Fabric - as indicated above - 3-4 yards for 32 block,  1- 1-1/2 yards for 8 block
Fusible Woven - as indicated above - 5 yds for 32 block,  1-1/4 yards for 8 block
Scotch Tape - for securing hoop to fabric
505 Spray Adhesive
Hoop that will stitch 5" x 7" - for Bernina, the large oval
2 Jumbo Wonder Clips to hold the rolled fabric
Several filled white bobbins
One bobbin filled with a contrast color to use on outline...easier to see where to cut!  (use up 

partially wound bobbins)
Thread to match fabric for outline
Fusible Woven fused to fabric
OESD Heavy Weight Tearaway - both sizes indicated above
Size 70-80 needles

Threads listed on next page



Winter Visitors Isacord Threads:

For the 8 blocks - All of the colors for entire project except:
0184 - 1 spool
1140
1874

For the entire project:
0015
0020
0124
0128
0131
0184 - 2 spools
0345
0520
0576
0763
0873
0934
1140
1321
1322
1352
1521
1725
1755
1874
1902
2022
2115
5326
5552
5633
5643
5912
Color to match your background fabric



Paint Bucket Caddy Supplies from Home

Small or Medium Hoop - the largest image is 2.16" x 2.43"  
Ultra Clean & Tear Stabilizer

(6) 7" x 9" (or size that fits your hoop)
(6) 5" x 5" to float 2nd layer

Isacord Thread Colors for Wildflower Embroidery
0015 White
0520 Daffodil
0622 Star Gold
1730 Persimmon
1902 Poinsettia

2650 Impatiens
2920 Purple
3045 Cachet
3331 Cadet Blue
3350 Lavender Whisper

3810 Laguna
3971 Silver
5822 Kiwi
5933 Grasshopper
6043 Yellowgreen

Black Bobbin

- - - - -
For assembly - May be best to do this at home

Batting Scraps - I chose to NOT put batting in the pockets, to reduce bulk in the seams.
(2) 11" x 16-1/2"
(1) 6" circle

Black Thread for assembly 
Rotary ruler 
Choc-o-liner
Hot Glue gun
Desired Trim
Perfect Press Cloth
# 70 needles
Scissors to cut fabric shapes

- - - - -

You will receive a kit that includes the special Wildflower Precut fabric for this project, with 
Fusible Interfacing behind the Embroidery areas, the embroidery designs (Wildflowers # 80149),  
the Paint Bucket Caddy pattern, and the Paint Bucket.



Jeans Leg Embroidery

Supplies:

Jeans 
Select a design - see the attached list of suggestions - probably want at least 8"
Prepare that software so you have the format you need
Threads you need to stitch your design
Black Bobbin
OESD Fusible Woven CutAway - 3" larger in both directions than the chosen design
Hoop large enough for the design
OESD Stabilstick CUTAWAY stabilizer to fit the chosen hoop.
Chalk Marker to mark jeans
OESD Ultra Clean & Tear - 1 piece the size of the back of your hoop to float
Spray Adhesive 
Size 90 Needles
Wonder Clips to control the remaining part of the jeans

Before Retreat
Wash jeans to pre-shrink
Open inseam of the leg you wish to embroider - at least 7" above the needed length for your

chosen embroidery
Press Jeans Leg.  Fuse Fusible Woven to the wrong side where you will embroider.
Hoop the Stabilstick, with smooth paper side up.  Before you score it to remove the paper, 

flip the hoop over and mark the hoop center lines on the back of the Stabilstick Cutaway.
Mark the front of the Jeans leg, and then mark the leg with the centering of the design, where
  you want it.  Mine is more to the front.
Match the Jeans centering lines to the hoop.  Apply spray adhesive to one side of the Ultra 

Clean & Tear to adhere it to the underside of the hoop.
Place a size 90 needle in the machine.  SLOW the speed down to a beat you could dance to - -

not race!

See the next page for some suggestions of Design choices



Jeans Leg Design Choice Possibilities

Potentially suitable 
magic search word - JUMBO  - trying for over 8" in length

B1102 - Divine Flowers & Vines
B1105 - Tuscan Gardens
12281 - Urban Trends
12283 - Spirit of the Horse
12300 - Seaside Treasures
12301 - Magnolia en Fleur      +
12308 - Blossoms & Bows
12316 - Variegated Feathers   +
12324 - Winter Appliques

12330 - Lace Blooms
12335 - Picturesque Peacock
12338 - Majestic Animals
12340 - Shades of Blue            +
12379 - Botanical Garden
12384 - Simply Spring
12426 - Outer Space in 3-D
12485 - Layered Leaves
12509 - Dragon Treasures
12612 - Vintage Christmas Redwork
12692 - Floral Dimensions
12852 - Wjitework Petals

21005 - Owlivia
21006 - Indigo Blossoms
21009 - Emerald Paisley
21013 - A New Leaf
32013 - Love'ly Swirls
61004 - White Christmas Stitches
61036 - Flight of Fancy +
61072 - Celebrate the Season Winter Treasures

80320 - Peacock Flourish
82002 - Birds & Blooms
82004 - Dori
82005 - Bella Morocco
82006 - Caravan
82010 - Efflorescence
82011 - Metallic Lace
82019 - Mehndi Style
82022 - Home At Heart

90013 - Linework by Tula Pink
90031 - Aerial by Tamara Kate


